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THE DIGITAL LINE AND OPERATION

APPROACHES OF T1=2-SPACES
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Abstract. The notion of operations on a topological space was introduced by S.Kasahara [8].

The notions of generalized continuous functions [1] and T1=2-spaces [12] are further investigated

using operation approaches [14]. As applications, it is shown that the Khalimsky line (=the

digital line)[9] and two kinds of "digital picture" with a topology are typical examples of

"IntÆCl"-T1=2 spaces.

1. Introduction . The concept of operations on topological spaces was introduced and

investigated by S.Kasahara [8]. Using the concept of operations, D.S.Jankovi�c [7] has de�ned

the concept of "�-closed sets" and investigated functions with "�-closed graphs". H.Ogata

[14] introduced the notion of "operation-open sets" in topological spaces and "operation-

separation axioms of topologiccal spaces".

In the present paper, we investigate "operation-generalized continuous functions", a char-

acterization of "operation-T1=2 spaces" and one-point compacti�cation of some "operation-

T1=2 spaces". We obtain an example of the concept of the restriction to a subspace of

operations in the sense of [16]. As application, we show that the Khalimsky line(=the digi-

tal line) (eg. [4,9]) and two kinds of "digital pictures" are typical examples of "IntÆCl"-T1=2

space. Several topological spaces that fail to be T1 are often of importance in "topologi-

cal digital topology". The digital line, the digital plane and the three-dimensional digital

space are of great importance in the study of applications of point-set topology to computer

graphics (eg.[9]). Articles [3,5,10] are topological approarches of digital spaces,i.e., "topo-

logical digital topology". The concept of low separation axioms and generalized concepts

are used in the articles [3,5].

Throughout the present paper, (X; �) and (Y; �) ( or simply X or Y ) always denotes a

topological space, on which no separation axioms are assumed unless explicitely stated.

2. Preliminaries . We begin by recalling some de�nitions and properties in [7],[8] and

[14].

(2.1)([8],[14;De�nition 2.1]) Let (X; �) be a topological space. An operation  on � is a

mapping from � into the power set P (X) of X such that V � V  for each V 2 � where

V  ( or (V ) ) denotes the value of  at V . It is denoted by  : � ! P (X). We note that

H.Ogata used the term "operation " for the term "operation �" de�ned in [8].

The operations , 0 and 00 de�ned by (V ) = V; 0(V )=Cl(V ) and 00(V ) =Int (Cl(V ))

for V 2 � are examples of operations on � [7,8,14]. The operation  ( resp. 0, 00 ) above
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is called the "identity operation" ( resp. "closure operation", "interior-closure operation" )

and 00 is denoted by IntÆCl.

(2.2) [14] Let  : � ! P (X) be an operation. A non-empty subset A of X is called a

-open set of (X; �) if , for each point x 2 A, there exists an open set U such that x 2 U

and U
� A. We assume that the empty set is -open. � denotes the set of all -open sets

in (X; �). Clearly � � � . A subset B of X is said to be -closed in (X; �) if its complement

X nB is -open in (X; �).

(2.3) [14;Propositions 2.3, 2.9] For subset Ai(i 2 r ) of (X; �), where r is any index set,

and operation  : � ! P (X), the following (i) and (ii) hold.

(i) If Ai 2 �(i 2 r ), then [fAiji 2 rg 2 � .

(ii) If  : � ! P (X) is regular, then � is a topology of X .

An operation  is said to be regular [8] if, for every open neighbourhoods U and V of

each x 2 X , there exists an open neighbourhood W of x such that W 
� U

\ V  . If  is

monotone (i.e., A
� B for every A � B ), then  is regular.

(2.4) [7] For subsets A and B of (X; �) and  : � ! P (X); -closedness in the sense of

Jankovi�c and -closures are de�ned respectively as follows:

Let Cl(B) = fxjU
\B 6= ; for every open neighbourhood U of x g. This is called as the

-closure of B. A subset A is said to be -closed (in the sense of Jankovi�c ), if Cl(A) = A.

(2.5)[14;(3.4)] For a subset A of (X; �), the following implications hold:

A �Cl(A) �Cl(A) � �-Cl(A), where �-Cl(A) = \fF jA � F and X n F 2 � g.

For a point x 2 X; x 2 �-Cl(A) if and only if V \A 6= ; for any set V 2 � containing x.

In [14;Theorem 3.6(iii)], it is shown that if  is open then Cl(A) = �-Cl(A) for a subset

A of (X; �). Operation  : � ! P (X) is said to be open [14;De�nition 2.6] if, for every

open neighbourhood U of each x 2 X , there exists a -open set S containing x such that

S � U . The "interior-closure operation" is open [17].

(2.6)[14;Theorem 3.7] For a subset A of (X; �) and operation  : � ! P (X), the following

properties are equivalent:

(a) A is -closed ( in the sense of (2.2));

(b) A is -closed (in the sense of Jankovi�c) (i.e., Cl(A) = A );

(c) �-Cl(A) = A.

A subset A of (X; �) is said to be -generalized closed ( shortly -g.closed )[14;De�nition

4.4], if Cl(A) � U whenever A � U and U is -open in (X; �). Every -closed set is -

generalized closed. The -g.closedness, where  is the interior-closure operation, coincides

with the Æ-g�-closedness [2;De�nition 4].

We have a property of operation-generalized closed sets.

Proposition 2.7. Suppose that  : � ! P (X) is regular. If subsets A and B are -g.closed

sets, then A [ B is -g.closed. �

3. Operation-generalized continuous functions . Throughout this section , let  (

resp. � ) be an operation on (X; �) ( resp. (Y; �) ).

De�nition 3.1. Let f : (X; �)! (Y; �) be a function.

(i) f is (; �)-continuous [14;De�nition 4.12] if for each point x of X and every open

set V containing f(x) there exists an open set U containing x such that f(U) � V �,

(ii) f is (; �)-irresolute if the inverse image of each �-closed set in (Y; �) is -closed in

(X; �),

(iii) f is (; �)-generalized continuous ( shortly, (; �)-g.continuous ), if the inverse

image of each �-closed set is -g.closed set of (X; �).
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Proposition 3.2. (i) Every (; �)-continuous function f : (X; �) ! (Y; �) is (; �)-

irresolute.

(ii) Every (; �)-irresolute function f : (X; �)! (Y; �) is (; �)-g.continuous. �

The converse of Proposition 3.2 need not be true from the following examples. In Propo-

sition 3.2(ii), let us take  and � be the identity operations on � and � respectively. Then

we have Proposition 1 in [1].

Example 3.3. Let X = fa; b; cg and � = f;; fag; fbg; fa; bg; Xg. Let  : � ! P (X) be

the closure operation and f : (X; �)! (X; �) be a function de�ned by f(a) = b; f(b) = c and

f(c) = a. Then f is not (; )-continuous at a point a 2 X . However, f is (; )-irresolute.

Example 3.4. Let X = fa; b; cg; Y = fp; qg; � = f;; fag; fbg; fa; bg; Xg and � =

f;; fpg; Y g. Let  : � ! P (X) and � : � ! P (Y ) be the closure operation and the identity

operation respectively. Let f : (X; �)! (Y; �) be a function de�ned by f(a) = f(c) = q and

f(b) = p. Then f is not (; �)-irresolute. In fact, for a �-closed set fqg; f�1(fqg) = fa; cg

is not -closed. It is shown that f is (; �)-g.continuous.

4. -generalized closures and a characterization of -T1=2 spaces . In this section

we introduce a -generalized closure. Our goal in this section is to characterize -T1=2

spaces [14] by using a family associated to the -generalized closure and to obtain some

examples of "IntÆCl"-T1=2 space from topological digital topology ( cf.Examples 5.1, 5.2,

5.3 and 5.4).

De�nition 4.1. For a subset E of (X; �) and an operation  : � ! P (X), let Cl�(E)

denote the intersection of all -g.closed sets containing the set E.

For the identity operation id:� ! P (X), the above Cl�id-closure of a set E coincides with

the c�-closure in the sense of Dunham [6]:

(4.2) Cl�id(E) = c�(E) for any set E of (X; �).

Proposition 4.3. Let E1, E2 and E be the subsets of (X; �) and let  : � ! P (X) be

an operation. Then the following hold.

(i) E �Cl�(E) � �-Cl(E).

(ii) If E1 � E2, then Cl�(E1) �Cl
�

(E2).

(iii) Cl�(E1 [ E2) �Cl
�

(E1)[Cl
�

(E2).

(iv) If  : � ! P (X) is regular, then Cl�(E1 [E2) = Cl�(E1)[Cl
�

(E2).

(v) Cl�(Cl
�

(E)) =Cl�(E). �

De�nition 4.4. For a set A of (X; �) and  : � ! P (X), we de�ne the following family

and a subset of X :

�� = fU jCl�(X n U) = X n Ug and

�� -Cl(A) = \fF : A � F;X n F 2 �� g.

Theorem 4.5. (i) �� � � holds for any operation .

(ii) If  is a regular operation, then �� is a topology of X and

�� -Cl(A) =Cl�(A) for any set A of (X; �).

Proof. (i) If A is -open, then X n A is -closed. Then Cl�(X n A) = X n A and hence

A 2 �� .

(ii) Using Proposition 4.3 and facts that �� -Cl(;) = ; and �� -Cl(X) = X , the closure

operation �� -Cl(�) satis�es the Kuratowski closure axioms under the assumption. Therefore,

�� is a unique topology of X such that �� -Cl(A)=Cl
�

(A) for any subset A of (X; �). �
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Theorem 4.6. (cf. [14;Proposition 4.10][18;Corollary 4.12]) For a topological space

(X; �) and an operation  : � ! P (X), the following properties are equivalent:

(a) (X; �) is -T1=2 ( i.e., every -g.closed set is -closed );

(b) every singleton fxg is -open or -closed;

(c) � = �� .

Proof. (a)) (b) It is Proposition 4.10 in [14].

(b))(c) By Theorem 4.5(i), it is enough to prove that �� � � . Let E 2 �� and E 6= X .

Suppose that E 62 � . Then, Cl�(X n E) = X n E and Cl(X n E) 6= X n E. Since

Cl(X nE) 6= ;, there exists a point x 2 X such that x 2Cl(X nE) and x 62 X nE. Since

x 62Cl�(X n E), there exists a -g.closed set A such that x 62 A and X n E � A. By the

hypothesis, the singleton fxg is -open or -closed.

Case 1. fxg is -open: Since X n fxg is -closed and X n E � A � X n fxg, we have

Cl(X nE) �Cl(A) � Cl(X n fxg) = X n fxg ,i.e., x 62Cl(X nE).

Case 2. fxg is -closed: Since X n fxg is -open set containing A and A � X n E, we

show Cl(X nE) �Cl(A) � X n fxg, i.e., x 62Cl(X nE).

Hence in both cases, we have a contradiction to a fact that x 2Cl(X n E). We claim

that �� � � .

(c))(a) Let A be a -g.closed set. Since Cl�(A) = A, it follows from assumption that

X nA 2 � , that is, A is -closed. �

Recently, in [4], J.Dontchev and M.Ganster de�ned Æ-generalized closed sets and investi-

gated the class of T3=4-spaces, which is properly placed between the class of T1-spaces and

T1=2-spaces. A topological space (X; �) is T3=4 if and only if every singleton fxg is Æ-open

or closed [4;Theorem 4.3]. The notion of Æ-openness was introduced by N.V.Veli�scko [19].

It is shown that ,in (X; �), a subset A is -open, where  is the interior-closure operation,

if and only if A is Æ-open. That is, �"IntÆCl" = �Æ , where �Æ ( resp. �"IntÆCl" ) is the family

of all Æ-open sets ( resp. "IntÆCl"-open sets ) in (X; �). It is known that the family �Æ
is a topology of X and �Æ = �s where �s is the so-called semi-regularization of � . Every

Æ-open set is open in (X; �). A space (X; �) is called almost weakly Hausdor� ( resp. weakly

Hausdor� ) if (X; �s) is T1=2 ( resp. T1 ) [4].

We obtain a relation between T3=4-spaces and "IntÆCl"-T1=2 spaces. If  : � ! P (X) is

the "IntÆCl"-operation, the -T1=2 spaces are called as the "IntÆCl"-T1=2 spaces.

Corollary 4.7. (i) Every "IntÆCl"-T1=2 space is a T3=4-space.

(ii) A topological space is "IntÆCl"-T1=2 ( resp. "IntÆCl"-T1 ) if and only if it is almost

weakly Hausdor� ( resp. weakly Hausdor� ).

Proof. (i) The proof follows from Theorem 4.6 and [4;Theorem 4.3].

(ii) Using properties �"IntÆCl" = �Æ = �s and Theorem 4.6 ( resp. [14;Proposition 4.11]

), the proof follows. �

Corollary 4.8. Let f : (X; �) ! (Y; �) be a function and  : � ! P (X) and � : � !

P (Y ) operations. If f : (X; �)! (Y; �) is a bijective (; �)-irresolute function and (Y; �) is

�-T1=2, then (X; �) is -T1=2. �

Put X+ := X [ f1g, where 1 just represents some point not in X . Let (X+; �+) be

the one-point compacti�cation of a topological space (X; �). Since X is open in (X+; �+)

and �+jX = � holds, we have the following properties: for a subset A of X ,

� -Int(A) = (�+jX)-Int(A) = (�+-Int(A)) \X ;

� -Cl(A) = (�+jX)-Cl(A) = (�+-Cl(A)) \X ;

((� -Int) Æ (� -Cl))(A) = ((�+-Int) Æ (�+-Cl))(A) \X .
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In [16;De�nition 1.1] the notion of restrictions to an open subset of operations was intro-

duced and investigated in general. Then, three operations from � to P (X); � -Int(�); � -Cl(�)

and ((� -Int) Æ (� -Cl))(�), are restrictions to an open set X of operations from �+ to P (X+),

respectively, �+-Int(�); �+-Cl(�) and ((�+-Int) Æ (�+-Cl))(�).

Theorem 4.9. Suppose that (X; �) satisfy the following property:

(�) for every x 2 X there exists an open neighbourhood U of the point x such that Cl(U)

is a compact subspace of (X; �). Then, the following properties hold.

(i) If (X; �) is "(�-Int)Æ(� -Cl)"-T1=2, then the one-point compacti�cation

(X+; �+) is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-T1=2.

(ii) If (X; �) is "(�-Int)Æ(�-Cl)"-T1, then (X+; �+) is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-T1.

Proof. For a point x 6=1, there exists an open neighbourhood of x, say U(x), such that

Cl(U(x)) is a compact subspace of (X; �). Let S(x) = (XnCl(U(x))) [ f1g. Then we note

that the following properties hold:

(��)x 2 U(x); U(x) 2 � and �+-Cl(U(x)) \ f1g = ; ( especially, �+-Cl(fxg) \ f1g = ;

) and

(� � �) 1 2 S(x); S(x) 2 �+ and �+-Cl(S(x)) � X+
n fxg.

(i) Let fxg be a singleton of X+. We claim that, in (X+; �+), if x 6=1 then fxg is "(�+-

Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-open or "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-closed and if x =1 then f1g is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-

Cl)"- closed. Using assumption that (X; �) is "IntÆCl"-T1=2 and Theorem 3.6, we consider

the following three cases. We abbreviate � -Int(�), � -Cl(�) by Int(�), Cl(�),respectively,in the

proof below.

Case 1. x 6=1 and fxg is "IntÆCl"-open in (X; �): In this case, fxg is a unique nonempty

open set contained in fxg, Int(Cl(fxg))=fxg holds in (X; �) and also fxg 2 �+. By (��) it

is shown that

�+-Cl(fxg) = (�+-Cl(fxg)) \X+ = (�+-Cl(fxg)) \ (X [ f1g) = f(�+-Cl(fxg)) \Xg [

f(�+-Cl(fxg)) \ f1gg = f(�+-Cl(fxg)) \Xg [ ; = (�+jX)-Cl(fxg) = � -Cl(fxg) and so

�+-Int(�+-Cl(fxg)) = �+-Int(Cl(fxg)) = �+-Int(Cl(fxg)))\X = (�+jX)-Int(Cl(fxg)) =

� -Int(� -Cl(fxg))=Int(Cl(fxg) = fxg.

Thus we show that fxg is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-open in (X+; �+) because of fxg 2 �+.

Case 2. x 6= 1 and fxg is "IntÆCl"-closed in (X; �): Let y 2 X+
n fxg. First we

suppose that y 6= 1. Then y 2 X n fxg and there exists a subset V 2 � such that

Int(Cl(V )) � X n fxg and y 2 V .

Then, �+-Int( �+-Cl(V )) =f �+-Int( �+-Cl(V ))g \ X+
� f�+-Int( � -Cl(V ))g \ X+ =

f(�+-Int( � -Cl(V ))) \ Xg [ f(�+-Int( � -Cl(V ))) \ f1gg � f((�+jX)-Int( � -Cl(V ))g [

f(� -Cl(V )) \ f1g g =Int(Cl(V )) [ ;=Int(Cl(V )) and so we have �+-Int(�+-Cl(V )) �

Int(Cl(V )) � X n fxg. Then, for a point y 6= 1 and y 2 X+
n fxg, there exists a subset

V 2 �+ such that y 2 V and �+-Int( �+-Cl(V )) � X+
n fxg.

Next, we suppose that y =1. Since x 6=1, by using (� � �) for x, there exists a subset

S(x) 2 �+ such that y =1 2 S(x) and �+-Int(�+-Cl(S(x))) � X+
n fxg.

Therefore, in this case, X+
n fxg is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-open and hence fxg is "(�+-

Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-closed in (X+; �+).

Case 3. x =1: Let y 2 X+
nf1g. Since y 6=1, by (��) for y above, there exists a subset

U(y) 2 � containing y such that �+-Cl(U(y)) � X+
n f1g. Therefore, we have �+-Int(

�+-Cl(U(y))) � �+-Cl(U(y)) � X+
nf1g and hence X+

nf1g is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-open

(i.e., fxg is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-closed in (X+; �+)).

(ii) The proof is omitted. �

5. Examples:the digital line and two classes of digital circles .
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Example 5.1. The Khalimsky line or the so called the digital line (eg.[4,9] ) is the

set Z of the integers equipped with the topology � having ff2n-1,2n,2n+1g jn 2 Z g as a

subbase and denoted by (Z; �). It was shown, in [4], that (Z; �) is T3=4 and, in [2], that

(Z; �) is almost weakly Hausdor�. By Corollary 4.7, (Z; �) is a typical example of "IntÆ

Cl"-T1=2 spaces; it is not T1. We note that every singleton f2n+1g,n 2 Z, is "IntÆCl"-open

and every singleton f2mg,m 2 Z, is "IntÆCl"-closed in (Z; �).

Example 5.2. Let R be an equivalence relation on Z de�ned by xRy if and only if

x � y mod 8 and Z/8 denote the set of all equivalence classes [m], where m=0,1,2,...,7. Let

� : Z! Z/8 the natural projection de�ned by �(x) = [x]. Let �8 be the quotient topology on

Z/8 with respect to �. Then, (Z=8; �8) denotes the quotient space of the digital line (Z; �).

It is known in [5] that the space (Z/8,�8) is homeomorphic to a subspace of the product space

(Z�Z; ���), say (Y8; (���)jY8), where Y8 = (f�1; 0; 1g�f�1; 1g)[(f�1; 1g�f�1; 0; 1g).

The space (Y8; (�� �)jY8) is an example of "IntÆCl"-T1=2 spaces; it is not T1. Since there

exists a homeomorphism f : (Z=8; �8)! (Y8; (���)jY8) and every homeomorphism between

topological spaces is ("IntÆCl","IntÆCl")-irresolute, by Corollary 4.8 the space (Z=8; �8) is

also "IntÆCl"-T1=2. We note that Y8 is called as the 8-neighbours of (0,0) (cf.[11]). It is

probably unexpected that Cl(Y8) 6= Y8 holds in (Z � Z; � � �). So we get the following

example.

Example 5.3. Let S be an equivalence relation on Z de�ned by xSy if and only if

x � y mod 16 and Z/16 denote the set of all equivalence classes [m], where m=0,1,2,...,15.

Let � : Z ! Z/16 the natural projection de�ned by �(x) = [x]. Let �16 be the quotient

topology on Z/16 with respect to �. Then, (Z=16; �16) denotes the quotient space of the

digital line (Z; �). The space (Z/16,�16) is homeomorphic to a subspace of the product

space (Z�Z; �� �), say (Y16; (�� �)jY16), where Y16 = f(n; j) : jnj = 2; jjj 5 2g [ f(i;m) :

jmj = 2; jij 5 2g. We hope to call that the space (Y16; (���)jY16) is a "�nite digital circle",

because Cl(Y16) = Y16 holds in (Z�Z; ���). The spaces (Y16; (���)jY16) and (Z/16,�16)

are "IntÆCl"-T1=2.

Example 5.4. The one-point compacti�cation (Z [ f1g; �+) of the digital line (Z; �)

is one of typical examlpes of "IntÆCl"-T1=2 spaces, where 1 is a point not in Z. This is

obtained by Theorem 4.9 and Example 5.1 because the property (�) in Theorem 4.9 is valid

for (Z; �). We note that the singleton f1g and every singleton f2ng,n 2 Z, are "(�+-

Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"- closed and every singleton f2m+1g,m 2 Z, is "(�+-Int)Æ(�+-Cl)"-open. We

hope to call that the space (Z [ f1g; �+) is the "in�nite digital circle".

Example 5.5. The one point compacti�cation of the digital plane (Z2; �2) is denoted by

S2
1
, where Z2 = Z�Z and �2 = ���. We hope to call that the space S2

1
= (Z2[f1g; (�2)+)

is the "in�nite digital sphere". The spaces (Z2; �2) and S2
1

are not T1=2 (cf. [3] for further

properties of (Z2; �2)).

Remark 5.6. The "IntÆCl"-T1=2-axiom is independent of the T1-separation axiom. In

fact, the digital line (Z; �) is not T1; it is "IntÆCl"-T1=2 (cf. Example 5.1 ). The real line

with the co�nite topology is an example of a T1-space [4;p.26], which is not "IntÆCl"-T1=2.

From Corollary 4.7, Remark 5.6, [15;(�),Theorem 1 and Remark 4] and [4;Corollary 4.4,

Example 4.6, Corollary 4.7 and Example 4.8], we have the following implications:

"IntÆCl"-T1 ! T1 ! T3=4 ! T1=2

& %

"IntÆCl"-T1=2

where A! B presents that A implies B. Also we observe that none of the implication is

reversible.
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Example 5.7. We consider the following one point unions: S1f _ S1f ; S
1
f _ S1

1
and

S1f _ S2
1

and so on, where S1f ; S
1
1

and S2
1

are a �nite digital circle ((Y16; (� � �)jY16) in

Example 5.3, the in�nite digital circle in Example 5.4 and the in�nite digital sphere in

Example 5.5, respectively. We have interesting examples of digital pictures with topologies

over one point unions above (cf [13; p.20]). Let E1 (resp. E2) be �nite digital circles (resp.

in�nite digital circles ) attached at the integer points (i.e., f16sjs 2 Zg) of mod 16 of (Z; �)

and E3 in�nite digital spheres attached at the integer points of mod 16 of (Z; �). Then E1

( resp. E2; E3) is a natural and interesting digital pictures with topologies over S1f _ S1f
(resp. S1f _ S

1
1
; S1f _ S

2
1
) (cf. [5][13;p.20]).
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